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a b s t r a c t
Preferential iron partitioning into melt during melting and crystallization of lower mantle minerals –
bridgmanite and ferropericlase – can play a critical role in our understanding of the origin of the early
Earth and its evolution to form chemically and seismically distinct regions in the present lowermost
mantle. Of particular interest is the consequence of iron spin crossover in ferropericlase on the physical
and chemical properties of the molten materials under relevant pressure–temperature (P –T ) conditions
of the lowermost mantle. However, the spin crossover in liquid (Mg, Fe)O and its effects on melting
curves, iron partitioning, melt density – and thus the evolution of an early basal magma ocean – remain
poorly studied. Here we conducted high P –T melting experiments on ferropericlase with a starting
composition of (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O using synchrotron X-ray diffraction up to ∼120 GPa and ∼5400 K in
laser-heated diamond anvil cells, together with chemical analyses on quenched samples using focused ion
beam and energy dispersive spectroscopy technique. An ideal solid solution model could be satisfactorily
used to ﬁt the experimental data of the liquidus and solidus of (Mg, Fe)O for pure high-spin (HS, below
∼83 GPa), and low-spin (LS, above ∼120 GPa) states, respectively. The experimental solidus and liquidus
at 99 GPa and ∼4000–5200 K strongly deviate from ideal solid solution behavior for pure HS and LS
states alone, but can be qualitatively explained using a thermodynamics model for a mixture of HS and
LS states across the spin crossover. We found that LS (Mg, Fe)O exhibits ∼6–8% lower solidus and liquidus
temperature than its HS counterpart. Furthermore, our results show that iron preferentially partitions into
melt within the spin crossover to generate iron-rich LS melt. Such iron-rich LS (Mg, Fe)O is ∼27(±5)%
denser than materials expected for lowermost mantle and could potentially persist as residual melt in
the lowermost mantle at the late stage of magma ocean crystallization. Modeled results indicate that
the existence of the dense, iron-rich LS (Mg, Fe)O melt in the lowermost mantle could provide plausible
explanations for characteristic seismological signatures of ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs).
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Melting phenomena play an important role in the origin of the
deep Earth, as well as its evolution and differentiation into the
layered structures – metallic core, silicate mantle, and crust (e.g.,
Walter and Trønnes, 2004). Large-scale collision in the ﬁnal stage
of the planetary formation, such as the Moon-forming giant impact, has been suggested to release huge amount of energy, which
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can raise the temperature of Earth’s interior by thousands of degrees and cause partial or even full melting of the early Earth materials (e.g., Pahlevan and Stevenson, 2007). A global basal magma
ocean could also be formed at a later stage of the melting process (Tonks and Melosh, 1993). Geodynamic modeling indicate that
the dense iron-rich silicate melt could drop down and be trapped
in the lowermost mantle (e.g., Labrosse et al., 2007; McNamara
et al., 2010). Further cooling and differentiation of an early basal
magma ocean over an extended geological timescale has been used
to explain seismic signatures of ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs)
and large low-shear-velocity provinces (LLSVPs) in present low-
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ermost mantle (e.g., Boukaré et al., 2015; Labrosse et al., 2007;
Nomura et al., 2011). Therefore, a thorough understanding of the
melting behavior of constituent phases in the deep Earth’s interior could help us better understand the observed geochemical
and geophysical signatures of the present Earth’s lower mantle and
constrain the origin and evolution of the Earth.
Of particular interest to the deep-Earth physical and chemical
process is the melting behavior of ferropericlase, the second most
abundant mineral in the lower mantle, across the electronic spin
crossover of iron (Ghosh and Karki, 2016; Holmström and Stixrude,
2016; Lin et al., 2013). The spin crossover in solid ferropericlase
has been found to affect a series of properties including elasticity, rheology, and element partitioning (e.g., Irifune et al., 2010;
Mao et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2013). About 1–2% density increase has
been observed to occur in ferropericlase across the spin crossover
(e.g., Mao et al., 2011). It is thus conceivable that the melting behavior as well as iron partitioning of (Mg, Fe)O could be affected
by the spin crossover such that denser LS ferrous iron would differentially partition between solid and melt phases upon melting.
Recent experimental measurements on the melting behavior of
ferropericlase at experimental pressures ranging from 3 GPa to
80 GPa (Deng and Lee, 2017) suggested that a regular solution
model is more appropriate to describe the MgO–FeO system rather
than an ideal solution model in earlier studies (Du and Lee, 2014;
Zhang and Fei, 2008). A signiﬁcant decrease in melting curve of
(Mg, Fe)O with 10%–25% Fe occurs at ∼40–50 GPa, which was suggested to coincide with the spin crossover in ferropericlase (Deng
and Lee, 2017). Based on experimental and theoretical results on
the spin crossover in ferropericlase at high P –T conditions (Lin
et al., 2013; Mao et al., 2011; Speziale et al., 2007; Wu et al.,
2013), however, the spin crossover in ferropericlase is expected to
occur at relatively higher pressures at elevated temperatures due
to the positive transition slope (Holmström and Stixrude, 2015;
Mao et al., 2011). The reported melting curve anomaly in ferropericlase reported by Deng and Lee (2017) is unlikely to be associated with the spin crossover alone. Further melting experiments
at higher P –T covering the whole spin crossover range are thus
needed to reveal the nature of the spin crossover across melting in (Mg, Fe)O and to help us understand the role of the spin
crossover on the geochemistry of the lowermost mantle and geodynamic processes of the early Earth.
Here we conducted high-pressure burst laser heating experiments with a heating duration of 1–2 s on ferropericlase
(Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O up to ∼120 GPa and ∼5400 K in laser-heated diamond anvil cells (LHDACs), coupled with in situ X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurements. The quenched samples were recovered from
the sample chambers and further chemical and texture analyses
were conducted using scanning electron microscope and energy
dispersive spectrum (SEM-EDS) analyses after focused ion beam
(FIB) cutting. The MgO–FeO binary diagram and their liquidus
and solidus are derived at high P –T conditions. These results are
thermodynamically modeled and then applied to understand the
deep-Earth physical and chemical process at the lowermost mantle regions.
2. Experimental details
Polycrystalline ferropericlase (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O was synthesized
by sintering stoichiometric mixtures of MgO and FeO powder at
approximately 1350 K for 12 h under a controlled H2 –CO2 atmosphere at the Institute for Study of the Earth’s Interior, Okayama
University at Misasa. Electron microprobe analysis conﬁrmed a homogeneous chemical composition of the sample with 14 at.% Fe,
and XRD results showed the sample was in the B1 structure with a
lattice parameter a = 4.2432 (12) Å at ambient conditions. For high
P –T melting experiments, the starting ferropericlase powder was

slightly pressed into ∼10–15 μm thick disks using a pair of 600 μm
culet diamonds, and then loaded into respective sample chambers
of short symmetric LHDACs with culet sizes between 300 μm ﬂat
and 150–300 μm beveled at 8◦ . 250-μm thick Re gaskets were preindented to ∼20–24 GPa using the DACs, and holes were drilled in
the pre-indented areas as the sample chambers with a diameter
of approximately 60% of the culet sizes. The size of the sample
disks loaded into DACs were intentionally prepared to be comparable to that of the sample chambers to maximize the number of
melting spots and to allow the recovered samples to be securely
held within the gasket chambers. Sample disks of ∼10–15 μm
thick were sandwiched between two dried KCl layers with a thickness of ∼5–8 μm each, which were used as the pressure medium,
pressure calibrant, and thermal insulator. 30-min evacuations were
performed to each sample chamber before the cell was sealed to
remove potential residual water moisture.
High P –T melting experiments on ferropericlase were conducted at the 13ID-D station at the GeoSoilEnviroConsortium for
Advanced Radiation Sources (GSECARS) of the Advanced Photon
Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The loaded samples in the DACs were compressed to 43 GPa, 66 GPa, 72 GPa,
86 GPa, and 105 GPa, respectively, at 300 K, and were then heated
from both sides of each sample for a duration of 1–2 s (herein
called burst-hearing) using a double-sided laser heating system
(Prakapenka et al., 2008). The focused laser beam has a spot size of
∼15 μm. Such burst-heating technique with ﬂat top focused X-ray
beams on both sides of the samples minimizes exposure of the
heated sample to the laser beams with less than ∼50 K temperature gradient within the heated areas (Prakapenka et al., 2008).
Based on theoretical estimations on the Fe–Mg inter-diffusion coeﬃcient in solid and liquid (Mg, Fe)O phase (e.g., Yamazaki and
Irifune, 2003), local equilibrium for the melt and coexisting solid
phases could be achieved within the 1–2 s heating duration. During the laser heating, in situ synchrotron XRD spectra were collected using an incident X-ray beam of ∼2 μm in diameter and
0.3344 Å in wavelength (Figs. 1 and S1) (Prakapenka et al., 2008).
The XRD patterns of the samples were collected by a MAR CCD or
Pilatus 1M CdTe detector before, during, and after the laser-heating
as well as for quenched samples at ambient conditions. Assuming a
gray-body approximation, temperature of the hot spots during the
melting was determined by ﬁtting thermal radiation spectra between 670 to 840 nm to a Plank (or Wien) function (Fig. S2). The
temperature was averaged over the exposure time as well as averaged from the temperatures of both sides of the heated sample.
Taking all aforementioned uncertainties into account, the uncertainty in temperature reported for each melting spot was typically ∼200–300 K. Some previous studies suggest that wavelengthdependent absorption/emission of semi-transparent materials such
as ferropericlase needs to be taken into account in order to determine the apparent temperature with several hundred kelvin errors
during laser heating in single-sided LHDACs experiments (Deng
and Lee, 2017). However, the absorption coeﬃcients of ferropericlase used by Deng and Lee (2017) for temperature correction were
measured at high pressures and 300 K by Goncharov et al. (2006).
The correction factor can signiﬁcantly vary with Fe content, spin
state of iron, pressure and temperature (Goncharov et al., 2010,
2006). Without knowing the reliable absorption coeﬃcients of ferropericlase at high P –T , the temperature corrections used in Deng
and Lee (2017) likely causes major uncertainties in their reported
melting temperatures of ferropericlase. Furthermore, the use of
single-sided laser-heating with large axial temperature gradients
and sample geometry (without pressure medium for Mg-rich sample and MgO as pressure medium for Fe-rich samples) by Deng
and Lee (2017) can also contribute to signiﬁcant experimental uncertainties. Considering all these factors and uncertainties, the potential wavelength-dependent emissivity of ferropericlase was not
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Fig. 1. Melting of ferropericlase (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O at ∼99 GPa and high temperatures. (a) Optical image of the sample after temperature quenched from laser heating (photo
was taken under both transmitted and reﬂected light). Each darker area in the sample chamber represents a laser-heated spot at a given high temperature, ranging from
∼4000 K to ∼5400 K (Figs. S1 and S2). (b) In situ XRD patterns collected from the heated spots during laser heating. Diffraction peaks of solid ferropericlase are labeled
with Miller indices (hkl), and diffraction peaks of B2-structured KCl are labeled as KCl. (c) Laser-heated spot recovered from ∼99 GPa and ∼4946 K corresponding to areas
in dashed circles in (a). (d) XRD patterns at ambient conditions collected from dots A and B of the recovered sample in (c). FIB analyses were conducted on the recovered
sample, shown in (e) and (f). (e) Vertical cross section of the laser-heated spot in (c) that was cut using FIB. A signiﬁcant amount of the quenched sample was removed in FIB
cutting to allow reliable analyses without sample blocking EDS signals geometrically. (f) Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio (%) of the sample in the Regions I and II using EDS analyses. The
corresponding positions for the measured spots are marked as small red and blue dots in (e). For comparison, chemical composition for the unheated (fresh) area (Region III)
of the sample is shown as horizontal gray lines with 14 at% Fe. (For interpretation of the colors in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

considered in our reported temperatures at high pressures. The
reported temperature here should be reliable within uncertainty
(∼200–300 K) (Table S1).
Due to the use of the transparent pressure medium of KCl and
its low laser absorption, the pressure determined from its equation of state (EoS) at 300 K (Dewaele et al., 2012) will deﬁnitely
underestimate the pressure of the hot samples. Here we used
two different methods to estimate the thermal pressures at high
temperatures (∼4000–5400 K). The ﬁrst approach is to use thermal Birch–Murnaghan EoS to model the experimentally measured
P –V –T relations of our ferropericlase sample (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O up
to 90 GPa and 2100 K. Using the unit cell volume of the heated
samples and the thermal EoS, we could calculate the thermal
pressures at a given high temperature. To estimate the thermal
pressures ( P ) at higher temperatures where the sample may be
melted and could change its composition (and thus cell parameters) due to partitioning, our second approach is to use an empirical correction to count for the isochoric thermal pressures ( P th )
(Andrault et al., 1998). The ideal isochoric thermal pressures at
high temperatures can be expressed as  P th = α K  T , where α
and K are thermal expansion and bulk modulus, respectively, and
 T is temperature difference between the heating temperature
and the reference temperature (300 K). Due to partial volume relaxation at high temperatures during experiments, studies have
indicated that experimental thermal pressures ( P ) were about
half of the ideal isochoric thermal pressures ( P th ) (Andrault et
al., 1998). According to the thermo-elastic parameters of the sample, we have calculated the value of  P / T as ∼3.2 × 10−3 GPa/K.
Both methods give similar estimations on the thermal pressures of
the heated samples within uncertainties. Considering the experimental temperature ranges spanning about 1400 K across melting
at 4000–5400 K, the uncertainties of the determined pressures at
high temperatures should be approximately one-third of the derived experimental thermal pressures. Therefore, the pressures of
43 GPa, 66 GPa, 72 GPa, 86 GPa, and 105 GPa measured at 300 K in
this study, are thermally corrected to be 52(±3) GPa, 77(±3) GPa,

83(±4) GPa, 99(±4) GPa, and 120(±5) GPa, respectively, at high
temperatures.
The recovered samples were further analyzed using the FIB system (FEI VERSA 3D type) at the Center for High Pressure Science
and Technology Advanced Research (HPSTAR), Shanghai. Heavy gallium ions (Ga+ ) were sputtered out from the standards and then
accelerated through an electrical ﬁeld up to 30 kV to produce a
ﬁeld emission focused ion beam. The ion beam currents were set
as 30 nA and 10 nA to cut and polish the recovered laser-heated
spots, respectively. The FIB system is equipped with a NG Schottky
emitter source, which can generate a ﬁeld emission electron beam
for high-quality SEM imaging. Images were taken from the recovered laser-heated spots before and after cutting (Fig. 1). EDS analyses were employed to determine the chemical compositions of the
recovered samples in these areas with uncertainties of ∼2–5 wt%
(Table S1). Knowing that the EDS detector is at 55◦ from the incident electron beam (Fig. S3), we made sure to remove suﬃcient
materials in the FIB cutting to permit reliable EDS analyses without the EDS signals being blocked off by the sample. We should
note that the typical uncertainty of EDS is about 1–2 wt% at 1σ
level and uncertainty of wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS)
is ∼0.1 wt%. Despite the lack of precise measurements using WDS,
the composition results of the recovered spots should be reliable
within the given uncertainties of ∼2–5 wt% (Table S1). These analyses show that Region I is rich in iron compared with the starting
sample and the Region I is surrounded by ferropericlase (Region II)
that contains less iron than the starting sample (Figs. 1e and 1f).
Further SEM-EDS mappings were conducted on the recovered sample (Figs. 2 and S4). The results conﬁrm that the spherical texture
is FeO-rich while the surrounding area is MgO-rich. Furthermore,
the average content of KCl in these areas is less than 1%, which is
almost the uncertainty of EDS technique, indicating that the contamination of KCl in (Mg, Fe)O samples should be negligible. Such
small amount of KCl would not be expected to have signiﬁcant effects on our preliminary results. Previous studies on the dissolution
of KCl in MgO indicate that the solubility of MgO in NaCl–KCl melt
at 1000 K is very small with a value of K sp (MgO) of ∼5.3 × 10−12 ,
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Fig. 2. Representative SEM-EDS mapping of the recovered (Mg, Fe)O sample from
∼120 GPa and ∼4550 K. (a) Back-scattered electron image of the recovered sample
after FIB cutting (the box with white lines shows the area for the mapping analyses in (b); (b) SEM-EDS mapping on the cross section of the recovered sample; (c)
chemical analyses for the relative abundance of Mg, Fe, O, K, Cl in the mapped cross
section. As shown in (a), we used FIB to remove signiﬁcant amount of the quenched
sample to permit the chemical analysis without samples blocking the EDS signals
geometrically. The mapped results indicate that the central region with the spherical texture is iron-rich (Mg, Fe)O and its surrounding is relatively MgO-rich and
iron-depleted. The abundance of K and Cl in the recovered sample is low, indicating
very limited solubility of KCl thermal insulator in the (Mg, Fe)O sample at high P –T .

less than 0.01 ppb (Combes et al., 1980). This indicates that MgO
and KCl are not soluble even in melt phase at high temperatures
and only limited amount of KCl could be dissolved into MgO. Considering the 1–2 s heating procedure, the potential melting and
contamination of KCl would likely be limited to the contact interface between KCl layers and ferropericlase sample (Fig. S5). As
shown in the EDS mapping in Figs. 2 and S4, the cross section of
recovered molten spots contains very minimal KCl content.
Several complimentary XRD experiments were conducted to determine the pressure–volume–temperature ( P –V –T ) relations of
the sample. Polycrystalline ferropericlase was mixed with 5 wt%
Au as pressure calibrant by mechanically grinding them in a mortar for ∼7 h. The mixture was then loaded into the DACs with
KCl as pressure medium following the same experimental process
reported in a previous study (Mao et al., 2011). XRD patterns of
the ferropericlase and Au mixture were then collected up to 90
GPa at 300 K, 1200 K, 1500 K, 1800 K, 2100 K, respectively, in
LHDACs to evaluate the thermal EoS parameters of the ferropericlase across the spin crossover (Fig. S6). A complimentary run was
also conducted to collect dense data points on the P –V relationship across the spin crossover at room temperature. In this run,
we loaded the polycrystalline ferropericlase into sample chambers
of symmetric DACs with 200 μm culets. Neon was used as pressure medium and Pt, which was placed in the chamber adjacent
to the sample, was used as pressure calibrant. XRD patterns were
collected from both the sample and Pt up to 80 GPa at 300 K. We
note that the P –V relationship determined using Pt as pressure
calibrant and Ne as pressure medium is consistent, within the experimental uncertainty, with the results in the previous run using
Au as pressure calibrant and KCl as pressure medium (Fig. S7).

isting solid ferropericlase during the laser-heating induced partial
melting. Analyses of the XRD patterns show that the quenched
samples in both regions are in the same rock-salt crystal structure
but display different lattice parameters (Fig. 1d); the samples in
central region have slightly larger d-spacings and consist of ironrich ferropericlase while the samples in outer region have slightly
smaller d-spacings indicative of iron-depleted ferropericlase. Representative SEM-EDS mappings of the recovered spots from high
P –T conditions (Figs. 2 and S4) conﬁrm the iron partitioning during the melting of ferropericlase.
Chemical compositions of previously molten and coexisting
solid regions were determined using EDS after FIB cutting. These
analyses permit us to construct the MgO–FeO binary diagram at
high P –T relevant to the lower mantle conditions (Figs. 3, S8
and Table S1). To model the liquidus and solidus of the MgO–FeO
binary at high pressures, a thermodynamic model has been developed following the procedure reported in literatures (Wark, 1988).
The equilibrium criteria during the melting of ferropericlase can be
derived as (see supplementary materials for details):
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where X FeO
, X FeO
are the molar fraction of FeO in solid and liquid
S
L
phases, respectively; X MgO
, X MgO
are the molar fraction of MgO in
m
solid and liquid phases, respectively;  H m
FeO and  H MgO are the
m
enthalpy change of FeO and MgO during the melting process; T FeO
m
and T MgO are the melting temperatures of FeO and MgO at a given
pressure, respectively; the superscript m denotes melting and R
is the gas constant. Remarkable consistency has been reached between experimental data and modeled liquidus and solidus lines
at 52 GPa, 77 GPa, 83 GPa and 120 GPa, excepting 99 GPa (detailed modeled parameters are discussed and listed in supplementary materials and Table S2). We note that our data at 52 GPa and
high temperatures (thermally corrected from ∼43 GPa at 300 K)
are consistent with literature reports for the (Mg, Fe)O system at
40 GPa (measured at 300 K) without thermal correction (Du and
Lee, 2014). At ∼99 GPa, a strong deviation occurs between our
experimental data and thermodynamically modeled liquidus and
solidus lines of (Mg, Fe)O using the ideal solid solution model. This
indicates that the melting of the MgO–FeO binary may become
relatively non-ideal due to the occurrence of the LS state at high
P –T . Comparison of our results on MgO–FeO phase diagram with
that by Deng and Lee (2017) shows signiﬁcant inconsistency at
pressures above 60 GPa (Fig. S9). The major difference is that the
liquidus temperature of (Mg, Fe)O by Deng and Lee (2017) is much
lower than that observed in this study (Fig. S9). We should note
that the pressures reported by Deng and Lee (2017) are measured
at 300 K, thus we used the thermal pressure correction methods
to correct their pressures at high temperatures for comparison.
Such inconsistency likely arises from the use of the temperature
corrections by Deng and Lee (2017) without reliable absorption coeﬃcients of ferropericlase with varying Fe content and spin state
at high P –T (Goncharov et al., 2010, 2006), as discussed in experimental details.

3. Results and data analysis

4. Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the representative melting results at ∼99 GPa
and high temperatures. The central area (Region I, Figs. 1c and
1e) of the laser-heated spots, circled by red dashed lines, shows
a brownish color in transmitted light source and a spherical texture, representing the previously molten area. The outer area (Region II) between the white and red dashed lines indicates coex-

4.1. Non-ideal melting of ferropriclase across the spin crossover
To explain the observed non-ideal melting behavior of ferropericlase across the spin crossover, we have determined the pressure–
volume–temperature ( P –V –T ) relations of the ferropericlase based
on analyses of collected XRD patterns up to ∼90 GPa and ∼2100 K
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Fig. 3. MgO–FeO binary diagram up to the lowermost mantle pressure. Solid circles:
measured compositions for solid and liquid phases; dashed line in (a): literature results for (Mg, Fe)O at pressure ∼40 GPa without thermal correction (Du and Lee,
2014). Black and red lines are best ﬁts for HS and LS ferropericlase, respectively, using an ideal solid solution model. The ferropericlase sample remains HS state within
the P –T ranges of (a) and (b) (Fig. 4), while LS state occurs at the vicinity of the
P –T range in (c), where the experimental data deviates from the ideal solid solution for both HS and LS states. Almost all ferropericlase has transformed to LS state
at ∼120 GPa and ∼4200–5400 K such that the pure LS ideal solid solution model
can satisfactorily ﬁt the experimental data in (d).

(Figs. S6 and S7). The derived thermal EoS of solid ferropericlase (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O, together with literature results on the spin
crossover of (Mg0.75 Fe0.25 )O at high P –T (Mao et al., 2011), allows us to model the P –T dependence of the LS fraction (n L S ) for
solid ferropericlase (supplementary materials) (Mao et al., 2011).
These results are then used to extrapolate the spin crossover diagram to higher pressures (∼130 GPa) and temperatures (∼4000 K)
(Fig. 4). To further evaluate the spin crossover behavior in the liquid (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O, one can calculate the P –T dependence of the
spin crossover using the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (Wark, 1988):

d P /dT =  S / V

(3)

where d P /dT is the slope of the tangent to the coexistence curve,
 V is the speciﬁc volume change of the transition, and  S is
the speciﬁc entropy change of the transition. Previous theoretical
calculations (e.g., Ghosh and Karki, 2016) and experimental studies (e.g., Mao et al., 2011) have shown that the molar volume
of (Mg, Fe)O could decrease about 1–2% across the spin crossover
from HS to LS states in both solid and liquid phases; depending on
the iron content, the volume decrease can be higher in iron-rich
(Mg, Fe)O. To estimate the Clapeyron slope of the spin crossover in
liquid (Mg, Fe)O, the entropy change in liquid (Mg, Fe)O from HS to
LS states ( S (HS→LS)Liq ) can be derived using the equation:

 S (HS→LS)Liq =  S (HS→LS)Sol +  S (Sol→Liq)LS −  S (Sol→Liq)HS (4)
where  S (HS→LS)Sol is the entropy change from HS to LS states in
solid ferropericlase;  S (Sol→Liq)LS is the entropy change from solid
to liquid (Mg, Fe)O for pure LS state;  S (Sol→Liq)HS is the entropy
change from solid to liquid (Mg, Fe)O for pure HS state. Comparison
of the calculated  S (HS→LS)Liq and  S (HS→LS)Sol suggests that the
Clapeyron slope of the spin crossover in liquid (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O is
still positive and should be about two times steeper than that in
the solid phase (supplementary materials and Fig. 4).
Recent theoretical simulations using ﬁrst-principles molecular
dynamics (FPMD) have suggested that the spin crossover pressure in liquid (Mg, Fe)O with a composition of (Mg0.75 Fe0.25 )O
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Fig. 4. Spin crossover of iron in ferropericlase (Mg0.86 Fe0.14 )O across solidus and
liquidus lines at high P –T relevant to the lower mantle. The solid lines of solidus
and liquidus are derived from best ﬁts to experimental data in this study using the
Simon–Glatzel equation (Simon and Glatzel, 1929), and the dashed lines are extrapolation from HS state. The spin crossover diagram below the solidus is based on
the modeling of experimental XRD data. The phase diagram above the liquidus is
derived from melting results and models using the Clausius–Clapeyron equation. According to our thermodynamic modeling, the Clapeyron slope of the spin crossover
in liquid (Mg, Fe)O is about two times steeper than that in the solid phases (see
supplementary materials for details). The vertical color bar represents the LS fraction (n L S ). The dash-dotted lines are solidus and liquidus of ferropericlase with the
same composition from a recent literature report (Deng and Lee, 2017).

is positively correlated with temperature, which almost matches
with that in the solid phase (Ghosh and Karki, 2016). However,
density-functional theory (DFT) molecular dynamics (MD) computations reported a negative Clapeyron slope of the spin crossover
in liquid (Mg, Fe)O with the same composition (Holmström and
Stixrude, 2016), in stark contrast with the positive trend in its crystalline phase. The major difference between these studies lies in
the calculation of the electronic entropy in liquid (Mg, Fe)O at high
temperatures. Generally, the contribution of the spin-dependent
entropy in (Mg, Fe)O system can be broken down to S = S mag +
S el + S conf , where S mag is the magnetic entropy, S el is the electronic entropy due to ﬁnite electronic temperature and S conf is the
conﬁgurational entropy due to interaction between the HS and LS
state Fe ions (Holmström and Stixrude, 2016; Wu et al., 2013). The
S mag and S conf terms only depend on the Fe content and the LS
fraction in the (Mg, Fe)O system (Holmström and Stixrude, 2015;
Wu et al., 2013), while the S el term is positively correlated with
temperature. As a result, at relatively low temperatures (below the
solidus of ferropericlase), the S el term is negligible and the ratio of the HS state increases with increasing temperature due to
the dominant contribution from the S mag term to the free energy,
which results in a positive Clapeyron slope in solid ferropericlase
(Holmström and Stixrude, 2015). Moreover, the contribution of the
S el term is ampliﬁed at high temperatures and the electronic entropy strongly favors the LS state such that the ratio of the LS state
could increase with increasing temperature (a negative Clapeyron
slope) in the liquid (Mg, Fe)O when the electronic entropy dominates over the magnetic entropy (Holmström and Stixrude, 2016).
Our experimental results and the thermodynamic model allow us
to calculate the total entropy change across the spin crossover
in liquid (Mg, Fe)O across the P –T range of ∼80–120 GPa and
∼6000–9000 K. The derived positive Clapeyron slope in liquid
(Mg, Fe)O indicates that the S el term is not suﬃciently enhanced to
dominate over the S mag term in the liquid (Mg, Fe)O system, supporting the reports from Ghosh and Karki (2016). Moreover, the
enhanced S el term at high temperatures would contribute to the
free energy to some extent, resulting in the Clapeyron slope in liquid (Mg, Fe)O being approximately two times steeper than that in
solid phase as shown in this study.
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The modeled spin crossover diagram in both solid and liquid (Mg, Fe)O can be used to explain the experimentally observed
melting behavior of ferropericlase at high P –T . According to the
spin crossover diagram, HS ferropericlase exists up to the P –T
conditions of ∼83 GPa and ∼6000 K such that an ideal solid solution model of the HS ferropericlase can be satisfactorily used to
ﬁt our experimental data (Figs. 3 and S8). Non-ideal melting behavior of ferropericlase has been observed with increasing P –T
up to ∼99 GPa and ∼4000–5200 K, which is due to the mixing
of HS and LS states. The derived positive Clapeyron slope of the
spin crossover in both solid and liquid (Mg, Fe)O phases suggest
that the LS fraction would decrease with increasing temperatures
at a given pressure (Fig. 4). Consequently, the melting of ferropericlase at ∼99 GPa is prone to behave like LS state at relatively
low temperatures (∼4000 K) with about 80% LS state, while with
the temperature up to ∼5200 K the solidus line can be better ﬁt
for the HS ferropericlase with about 30% LS state (solidus lines in
Fig. 3c). We note that the slight mismatch for the liquidus line at
∼99 GPa might be additionally associated with compositional effects on the iron-rich side (e.g., Speziale et al., 2007). In addition,
almost all ferropericlase transformed to the LS state at 120 GPa
and ∼4200–5400 K such that an ideal solid solution model for the
LS state is suﬃcient to ﬁt the experimental data (Fig. 3d). These
results suggest that the melting behavior of ferropericlase across
the spin crossover is non-ideal and depends on the LS fraction in
the system. Understanding the inﬂuence of P –T and iron content
on the spin crossover across the melting in (Mg, Fe)O will require
further quantitative experimental and theoretical investigations as
well as thermodynamic modeling of the system.
4.2. Melting curves of MgO and FeO endmembers
According to the modeling of the MgO–FeO binary diagram,
we derived the melting points of MgO and FeO at high pressures
(Fig. 5). These experimental data points for each phase were ﬁtted
using the Simon–Glatzel equation (Simon and Glatzel, 1929):



T m = T 0 1 + ( P m − P 0 )/a

1/c

(5)

where T m is the melting temperature at a given pressure P m
for MgO and FeO, respectively, a and c are two compositiondependent constants, and T 0 and P 0 are the melting temperature and pressure at the triple point, respectively. The best ﬁts
to the data yield a = 6.98 (±1.84) GPa and c = 3.24 (±0.30)
with ﬁxed T 0 and P 0 at 3090 K and 0.00001 GPa for MgO
(Alfè, 2005; Du and Lee, 2014; Zerr and Boehler, 1994), and a =
9.58 (±1.85) GPa and c = 3.84 (±0.29) with ﬁxed T 0 and P 0
at 1720 K and 0.00001 GPa for FeO (Fischer and Campbell, 2010;
Shen et al., 1993), respectively. The melting curve of MgO in this
study is consistent with recent DAC experiments at low pressures by Du and Lee (2014) and many theoretical calculations
(Alfè, 2005; Boates and Bonev, 2013; Cohen and Weitz, 1998;
De Koker and Stixrude, 2009), but much higher than previous data
by Zerr and Boehler (1994) and lower than the melting curve
from Zhang and Fei (2008). On the other hand, the derived melting curve of FeO in this study has been found to be quite consistent with early experimental investigations using multi-anvil
press (Ringwood and Hibberson, 1990) and DACs (Boehler, 1992;
Fischer and Campbell, 2010; Shen et al., 1993), excepting some reports with higher melting temperatures (Knittle and Jeanloz, 1991;
Zhang and Fei, 2008). The consistency of our results with previous
studies on MgO and FeO further aﬃrms the reliability of the derived liquidus and solidus lines of the (Mg, Fe)O at high pressures.
Extrapolation of these melting curves to the present CMB pressure
suggests that the melting temperatures of MgO and FeO at 135 GPa
are about 7800 ± 500 K and 3500 ± 300 K, respectively.

Fig. 5. Melting curves of MgO and FeO endmembers at high pressure. Solid red
lines are the best ﬁts to experimental data in this study (solid red circles) using the
Simon–Glatzel equation (Simon and Glatzel, 1929). Our data for MgO and FeO are
derived from the binary phase diagram shown in Figs. 3 and S8. Open circles in (a):
literature experimental results; dashed lines in (a): literature theoretical calculations. Open circles and dashed lines in (b): literature experimental results. Detailed
references of these symbols are shown in the legends.

4.3. Iron partitioning during the melting of ferropericlase across the
spin crossover
As a solid solution of MgO and FeO, the solidus and liquidus
of (Mg, Fe)O would span a wide temperature range between the
melting points of the endmember phases at high pressures (Fig. 5).
Based on our experimental results, the incorporation of iron into
(Mg, Fe)O system would decrease the melting temperature signiﬁcantly, and the solidus and liquidus temperatures of LS ferropericlase are about 6–8% lower than that of HS state for the same composition (Fig. 4). Moreover, our results show signiﬁcantly enhanced
iron partitioning between solid and liquid (Mg, Fe)O across the spin
crossover during the melting of ferropericlase (Fig. 6). Here we
consider (Mg0.8 Fe0.2 )O, a representative composition of ferropericlase in the pyrolitic model of the present lower mantle (Irifune
et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2013), as the composition of the solid phase
during the ﬁnal crystallization process of early Earth. We derived
the composition of the coexisting liquid phase and then calcuS
L
L
lated the iron partition coeﬃcients (D Fe = X Fe
/ X Fe
, where X Fe
and
S
X Fe are the molar fraction of iron content in the liquid and solid
phases, respectively) using the modeled MgO–FeO binary diagram
at high pressures, together with literature reports (Deng and Lee,
2017; Du and Lee, 2014). Here we observed D Fe is effectively constant at ∼3.2 below 70 GPa, while the iron concentration in the
liquid across the spin crossover increases by as much as ∼12(±3)%
compared with that in the HS state. Such enhanced D Fe within the
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Fig. 6. Iron content in solid and liquid (Mg, Fe)O across the spin crossover at high
P –T . (a) Iron concentration in mole percentage in the liquid and solid phases and
(b) corresponding iron partition coeﬃcient (D Fe ) during the melting of ferropericlase at high pressure. We take (Mg0.8 Fe0.2 )O as the composition of solid phase
based on its geochemical relevance in the present Earth’s lower mantle to derive
the composition of its coexisting liquid phase and D Fe according to the phase diagram in Figs. 3 and S8. Previous results are plotted for comparison, shown as orange
circles (Du and Lee, 2014) and gray circles (Deng and Lee, 2017) circles, respectively. The pressures by Deng and Lee (2017) and Du and Lee (2014) are thermally
corrected to high temperature conditions using the method discussed in this study.
Since our data are, in general, consistent with that by Du and Lee (2014) at relatively lower pressures, the solid lines combining both data sets are plotted to show
the high-pressure trend. The black vertical ticks are errors calculated using standard
error propagation from the modeled parameters. The color bar on the right shows
the modeled LS fractions along the P –T conditions during the melting of ferropericlase, where the coexisting solid phase contains 20 at.% Fe.

spin crossover is associated with the lower solidus and liquidus
temperature of the LS state than that of HS state. This is according
to our modeled results (Fig. 3), which suggest that the LS Fe would
preferentially partition into (Mg, Fe)O melt at a low temperature.
Furthermore, the value of D Fe is expected to slightly drop when all
Fe has transformed to LS state, at which point the (Mg, Fe)O system
behaves as an ideal solid solution similar to that in the HS state.
Due to limited data on pure LS state and experimental uncertainty,
the difference in D Fe between spin crossover and pure LS regions
seems to be small. In comparison, the D Fe decreases from 3.2 to
2.4 at ∼80 GPa by Deng and Lee (2017). The signiﬁcant differences in D Fe between this study and Deng and Lee (2017) at high
pressures are due to the inconsistent MgO–FeO phase diagram.
The major decrease in D Fe by Deng and Lee (2017) is inconsistent with our current understanding of the melting behavior and
the spin crossover of ferropericlase at high P –T (Du and Lee, 2014;
Holmström and Stixrude, 2016).
5. Geophysical implications for ULVZs
Ultra-low velocity zones are mapped as thin, localized layers above the core–mantle boundary (CMB) with thicknesses of
∼10–30 km, exhibiting a compressional (V P ) and shear (V S ) wave
velocity reduction of ∼5–20% and ∼10–30%, respectively, and an
enhanced density of ∼5–10% (e.g., Hernlund and Jellinek, 2010;
McNamara et al., 2010). Most ULVZs are commonly observed to
geographically locate within or near the LLSVPs (Li et al., 2017;
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McNamara et al., 2010), characterized by lower-than-average V S
velocity (e.g., Garnero et al., 2016). The origin of ULVZs has been
thought to be attributable to either the existence of partial melt
(Hernlund and Jellinek, 2010; Yuan and Romanowicz, 2017) or
local iron-enriched solid heterogeneities (e.g., Liu et al., 2017;
Wicks et al., 2017). Geodynamic modeling suggests that the lateral
temperature variations in the lowermost mantle might determine
the mechanism of the origin of ULVZs; ULVZs located outside or
at the edges of LLSVPs are compositionally distinct from their surroundings, while ULVZs located within LLSVPs may be caused by
partial melting, where has been suggested to be the potentially
hottest regions in the lowermost mantle (Li et al., 2017). Recent
tomographic observations of a large ULVZ with an axisymmetric
shape near the root of the Iceland hot spot provide seismic evidence for partial melting within the LLSVPs in the lowermost
mantle (Yuan and Romanowicz, 2017).
Survival of partial melt in the lowermost mantle would depend
on both gravitational and thermodynamic stability. Such partial
melt could exist in the deep mantle only if the melt is much
denser than the surrounding materials and chemical equilibrium
between the melt and solid can be achieved (Boukaré et al., 2015;
Labrosse et al., 2007). Considering that ferropericlase is likely the
dominant phase hosting Fe below the mid lower-mantle (e.g.,
Irifune et al., 2010) and that the (Mg, Fe)O melt can accommodate a signiﬁcant amount of iron during the melting of mantle
materials compared to (Al,Fe)-bearing bridgmanite (Nomura et al.,
2011), the iron partitioning in solid–liquid (Mg, Fe)O should predominantly control the density contrast between the iron-rich melt
and coexisting iron-poor solid during the segregation of an early
magma ocean. Our results display a striking increase of D Fe up
to a value of ∼3.7 for the melting of ferropericlase within the
spin crossover, suggesting that the melt would be (Mg0.28 Fe0.72 )O
(fp72) with the coexisting solid as (Mg0.8 Fe0.2 )O. The calculated
density contrast between melt and solid for the pure LS state from
literature results (Ghosh and Karki, 2016) shows that the melt
is approximately 27(±5)% denser than the coexisting solid under
deep mantle conditions (Fig. S12). Geodynamic models have suggested that such dense materials could sink and be trapped near
the CMB due to gravitational stability during the initial melting
of early Earth (Boukaré et al., 2015; Labrosse et al., 2007; Li et
al., 2017). Furthermore, we observed that this fp72 melt has much
lower solidus and liquidus temperatures than its HS counterpart,
MgSiO3 bridgmanite (Stixrude and Karki, 2005), peridotite (Fiquet
et al., 2010), and chondrite (Andrault et al., 2011) due to the effects of iron enrichment as well as spin crossover, as discussed
above (Fig. 7). We note that the solidus temperature of fp72 phase
is comparable to that of a pyrolitic composition with ∼400 p.p.m.
water (Nomura et al., 2014). However, the amount of H2 O in the
lowermost mantle is still debated. Compared with the estimated
thermal structure of the lowermost mantle (Anzellini et al., 2013;
Brown and Shankland, 1981), the LS fp72 melt observed here has
such a low solidus temperature that it is expected to exist and remain as the last residual melt phase throughout the cooling and
crystallization process of the deep magma ocean in the lowermost
mantle.
The existence of such dense, LS iron-rich (Mg, Fe)O dominant
melt in the lowermost mantle could increase the density and reduce the sound velocities, and therefore match the observed features of the ULVZs. We modeled the V P , V S and density of a
partially molten lowermost mantle, a mixture between the solid
silicate mantle and the liquid (Mg0.28 Fe0.72 )O with certain volume
fractions (see supplementary materials for modeled methods and
Fig. 8). The modeled results suggest that about 5–20 vol.% residual melt of the partially molten dense (Mg, Fe)O existing near the
CMB could explain the seismic observations in the ULVZs, depending on the dihedral angles. We determine that 5–12 vol.% fp72
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6. Conclusion

Fig. 7. Melting curves of candidate lower-mantle materials and an expected
geotherm of the deep Earth. The melting curves of solidus (solid black) and liquidus
(solid red) of (Mg0.28 Fe0.72 )O at high pressure are derived from our experimental
results. The dashed red and black lines are the liquidus and solidus of the extrapolated HS state, respectively. These results are compared with previous results on the
melting temperature of lower mantle candidate materials including MgSiO3 bridgmanite (Stixrude and Karki, 2005) (dashed orange line), peridotite (Fiquet et al.,
2010) (dashed olivine line for solidus), chondrite (Andrault et al., 2011) (dashed
blue line for solidus) and pyrolite with ∼400 p.p.m. H2 O (Nomura et al., 2014)
(dashed magenta line for solidus). The expected geotherm of the lower mantle
(Brown and Shankland, 1981) and the outer core (Anzellini et al., 2013) are plotted for comparison. fp72: (Mg0.28 Fe0.72 )O. Bgm: MgSiO3 bridgmanite.

In summary, we experimentally constructed temperaturecomposition (T − X ) phase diagram of (Mg, Fe)O up to ∼120 GPa.
An ideal solid solution model could be satisfactorily applied to the
melting behavior of both HS and LS ferropericlase, while the LS
fraction in the (Mg, Fe)O system could affect its melting behavior
and result in a non-ideal melting across the spin crossover. Using
the modeled parameters for the liquidus and solidus of (Mg, Fe)O
at high P –T , the spin crossover in liquid (Mg, Fe)O was constrained
from experiments for the ﬁrst time. The calculated Clapeyron slope
in liquid (Mg, Fe)O is positive and about two times steeper than
that in solid phase. The measured T − X phase diagram of (Mg, Fe)O
shows that iron preferentially partitions into melt during the melting process, indicating that dense iron-rich (Mg, Fe)O melt was
likely to form in the lowermost mantle conditions during the melting of the early Earth. Our observations and modeling in this study
suggest that the dense, LS iron-rich (Mg, Fe)O melt is expected to
be the most potential phase with essential chemical and physical properties to explain seismological observations and maintain
a geodynamical equilibrium at the ULVZs.
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Fig. 8. Compressional (V P ) and shear (V S ) wave velocities of a mixture of solid
mantle and residue of partially molten fp72, (Mg0.28 Fe0.72 )O, with a given volume
fraction at lowermost mantle P –T conditions (see supplementary materials for details). Solid and dashed lines represent different dihedral angles between the partial
melt and coexisting solid with values of 20◦ and 80◦ , respectively. Yellow and light
blue regions represent seismic observed reductions in V P and V S at the ULVZs.
Density anomalies caused by the fp72 residue melt are shown on the top axis.

melt is needed for a dihedral angle of 20◦ , whereas 9–20 vol.%
melt is required for a dihedral angle of 80◦ . Early studies on the
properties of partial melt in the lowermost mantle suggest that
the dihedral angle could determine the properties of the melt,
and thus how the ULVZs form and evolve as well as their shape
and location (e.g., Liu et al., 2016). For a small dihedral angle,
the melt is readily able to wet the grain boundaries, and ultimately merge into the core, whereas the melt with a large dihedral angle would not wet the grain boundaries and could stay
trapped in the solid silicate mantle. Such residual melt could
potentially accumulate within or near LLSVPs (Li et al., 2017;
McNamara et al., 2010), and might be stirred within the ULVZs,
which keeps this melt from draining into the core (Hernlund and
Jellinek, 2010).
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